
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About PSI CRO UK 

PSI delivers “on time delivery across the globe'' and is 
Ranked #1 Global CRO by Investigators Worldwide. 
CenterWatch 2015-2017. 

PSI is a leading full-service global Contract Research 
Organization whose key strength is predictable patient 
enrolment across multiple therapeutic areas. PSI is known in 
the industry as a CRO focused on on-time project delivery. 
This is achieved through investing substantial effort and MD 
resources into performing quality feasibility assessments 
that provide an accurate predictor of study timelines. PSI's 
global reach allows us to run clinical trials across multiple 
continents, in 35+ countries around the world. 

PSI's reputation is that of a no-nonsense CRO focused on 
timely patient enrolment and project delivery. An 
exceptionally high repeat and referral business rates 
alongside low staff turnover are indicative of their 
commitment to be the best CRO in the world as measured 
by their clients and employees. 

The Brief 
 
Provide the offices, open plan workspaces, meeting rooms, 
support spaces and breakout areas that will not only allow 
for growth but will also enable cultural change such as 
increased innovation, collaboration, relationship building 
and agile working and update the building services to a 
modern efficient standard. 

 

PSI CRO UK 
Case Study 

Oxford     12,000 sq ft  15 weeks 



The Solution 
 
We have introduced the concept of 'away from the desk' 
which is a way of affecting cultural change and 
establishing increased collaboration, relationship building 
and communication. For PSI CRO this is especially 
important due to the considerable number of cellular 
spaces, home workers and international staff who do not 
have an assigned desk. Meeting peoples diverse needs 
involves providing different ways of working and that is 
what we have incorporated in their new workspace in the 
form of click share meeting spaces and touchdown areas 
for soft informal meetings; all areas where people can 
work on their own or in a collaborative way away from 
their desks. 

The office holds approximately 109 staff/workspaces and 
includes: new flooring features, new reception & waiting 
area, new lobby area, new board rooms, various 
Manager/Director/Staff offices, new store & comms 
rooms, new archive store, new copy print area, new quiet 
rooms, new hot desk area, new tea point and staff 
breakout areas. 

The project includes a mixture of solid/glass wall partitions 
with manifestation, new office furniture, mechanical and 
electrical infrastructure services, introducing new lighting 
detail, plumbing works and new AC/ventilation 
throughout the building. 

 

 

“From even before our first meeting Oaktree Interiors 
had a proactive working style. They were professional 
in their approach and delivered when they said they 

would. We had several quotes from different 
companies but Oaktree Interiors was by far the most 
detailed. They also worked with us when we had to 

make some adjustments to our scope of work in order 
to get the most from our available budget. The 
proposal was impressive; the team came and 

presented it to us with visuals and samples. The 
designers took on board our company vision and style 

and built it into their proposal. Finally, the team of 
guys on site could not have been more hard working or 

helpful. Overall we are delighted with the final 
building”. 

 
- Gill Wilson, Country Manager UK & ROI - 
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